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Innovation  
& Purpose

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When most people talk about innovation, they talk about the invention process, which to us is working with entrepreneurs and starting companies. But that’s the easy part. 



Climate 
Change
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<CONTINUE CLICKING THROUGH THE NEXT SERIES OF IMAGES> 



Demographic 
Shifts
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Millennials and aging populations



Poverty & 
Inequality
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For example, we are facing poverty and inequality



Geopolitical 
Instability
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FintechFintech innovations are allowing us to build solutions for populations of the world that were previously unbanked. We’re now giving these people simple tools to build businesses of their own and create economic value for themselves and their families. These are things they were not able to do before.Photo credit: Flickr - cgiarclimate under CC BY-NC_SA 2.0https://www.flickr.com/photos/cgiarclimate/8000047029/



EyeCheck
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HealthWe’re seeing new innovations in health and medical equipment that allow us to do different types of diagnostics remotely.Pictured: MaRS Health Client MyndTec



eSight

Innovation with
Impact

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Innovation with Impact is the third big theme of MaRS:It’s not just about creating the next big app company or the next great ecommerce company. We actually want to encourage entrepreneurs to think big to use tech to solve the world’s biggest challenges. Canada is a unique position to do that, given our history (our inventions like insulin, which have seen great breakthrough world wide, and stem cells…). When we have people visit MaRS, they often highlight that they sense this type of lens that sits on top of all the work that we do, and they find it quite intriguing.





Convergence
…...the merging of distinct 

technologies, industries, or 
devices into a unified whole

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The whole concept of MaRS is built around 4 big themes: Convergence, Scale, Impact, People.First theme is around Convergence. 





Internet of Things



Infographic by Paul Sonnier – The Story of Digital Health
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“Innovation is the key to 
solving the toughest 
problems in our world.”

NYC Former Mayor, Michael Bloomberg    



Global geography of innovation is moving…
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42% of GDP growth in OECD countries comes from just 10% of its regions. This is where global talent, R&D, capital and fast growing firms concentrate. 
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Strong 
matter…

Universities



“ …innovation no longer comes simply from 
great inventors, entrepreneurs or 
companies. It comes from cities, with their 
clusters of research universities, networks of 
companies and talent, where ideas come to 
mate. This means focusing spending on 
urban innovation and the gathering of 
talent and companies, not just spending on 
research and technology.” 

Richard Florida



Canada’s 
innovation city

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why does Toronto matter in all of this?Cities are becoming the new nations around the world. Cities are starting to take a leadership role in helping to define innovation and creating environments for innovation. When we talk about Canada, specifically Toronto, we’re the fourth largest city in North America and we’re unique in terms of our diversity—one of the most multi-cultural cities in the world.





#PLACEMatters



SELECT MaRS CENTRE TENANTS
BRINGING THE INNOVATION ECOSYSTEM TOGETHER

ECOSYSTEM PARTNERS (PUBLIC)CORPORATIONS, CAPITAL & SERVICE PROVIDERSSTARTUPS
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Here is a selection of our current tenants – representingDiscovery, pool of ideas+Commercialization partners+Commercialization support (e.g. legal, business advisory, financial)





A New Geography of Innovation in America

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brokings report on Innovation Districts helped crystallize thinking around urban innovation hubs and innovation districts and how they lead to city building. 
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The Discovery District is located in downtown Toronto.MaRS is ideally situated at the hub of Toronto’s Discovery District — 2.5 square kms of concentrated brain power in the downtown core. MaRS is immediately south of Queen’s Park (Government of Ontario), in close proximity to Canada’s international banking corridor, across the street from Canada’s largest university — the University of Toronto — and steps from the University Health Network, SickKids and other leading academic hospitals. Some Discovery District  facts:- home to more than 50,000 jobs, incl. 22,000+ medical care and research-related jobs- 9 teaching hospitals30+ specialized medical and related sciences research centresEach year, more than $1 billion is invested into research in the Discovery District



Big Idea
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Presentation Notes
Explain why innovation is important: We are seeing major challenges in the world today and innovation offers a unique opportunity to solve these world problems.



Civic Leadership



Strategy

Execution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’re talking about the convergence of:Science – convergence of information sciences with physical and life sciences, which is interesting from an invention perspective.Sectors – traditional players are all looking at other sectors and transitioning. For example, Rogers is looking to become a health company, as isWalmart. Google is becoming an energy company with its acquisition of Nest. All of these worlds are blending.Stakeholders – entrepreneurs are converging with investors, corporates with academics and policy-makers — all of these worlds are starting to overlap now.Business models – the not-profits are overlapping with for-profit and creating new ways of doing financing and thinking about investments. MaRS is a place where we encapsulate all this convergence and a) try to make sense of it and b) create opportunities through this convergence.



People
Powered by 
Innovation:
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Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) - BetaAmazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) is a web service that provides resizable compute capacity in the cloud. It is designed to make web-scale computing easier for developers.Just as Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3) enables storage in the cloud, Amazon EC2 enables "compute" in the cloud. Amazon EC2's simple web service interface allows you to obtain and configure capacity with minimal friction. It provides you with complete control of your computing resources and lets you run on Amazon's proven computing environment. Amazon EC2 reduces the time required to obtain and boot new server instances to minutes, allowing you to quickly scale capacity, both up and down, as your computing requirements change. Amazon EC2 changes the economics of computing by allowing you to pay only for capacity that you actually use



Diversity 
matters
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Presentation Notes
Toronto’s diversity is unique – we’re one of the most multicultural cities around the world.
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Profit &
Purpose

Proudly Canadian



Presenter
Presentation Notes
And yet while these are daunting problems, we’re at an interesting time in history where we have an opportunity to address these problems in unique ways through innovation.How do we prepare our young people for this converged world – with its fast pace, and its ambiquity. What competencies will they need – specialists, as well as T-shaped people, connectors, translators, fearless doers.How do we organize ourselves – on the invention side, the science side.How do we become the best collaborators in the world – with each other, and with others around the world.How do we bolster our aspiration to tackle the difficult challenges – together – in a world that may be less interested in doing so with us.



I N N O V A T I O N  D O E S N ’ T  J U S T  H A P P E N .

thank you

marsdd.com
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OUR SOCIAL PROCUREMENT

ins



UPCOMING EVENTS

12th Annual Lowitja O’Donohue Oration with Noel Pearson
Tues 29 May| 6:30pm – 8:30pm | Bonython Hall, University of 
Adelaide

Tickets on sale
Book at Eventbrite

www.dunstan.org.au



TAKE ACTION

Sign up – Encourage your friends and colleagues to sign up to 
the Don Dunstan Foundation mailing list to hear about news and 
events relating to the Residencies.

Share – Encourage your friends and colleagues to watch and 
share resources from the Thinkers in Residence.

Visit dunstan.org.au/socialcapital today
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